Sport Experiences Measure: Children and Youth – Engagement Opportunity
Canada Soccer is in the process of developing a Club Licensing Program with the goals to:
•
•
•
•

Set clearly defined standards and expectations for member organizations;
Recognize excellence in the soccer community;
Raise the level of all soccer organizations throughout Canada; and,
Drive change in the soccer system.

As a starting point for the Club Licensing Program, a series of categories are being established,
beginning with the foundational requirements of “quality soccer”. The Canada Soccer Standards
for Quality Soccer are designed to outline the minimum expectations of member organizations
in Canada. It is expected that all member organizations provide a developmentally appropriate,
safe, enjoyable, accessible, inclusive and welcoming playing environment for their participants,
which differentiates it from non-member soccer and unorganized play.
The standards will require an appraisal process to measure performance and progress. As a
part of that process, Canada Soccer is very pleased to be able to provide interested member
organizations with a unique opportunity to support the development of a new measure of sport
experience for children and youth. Researchers from the University of Toronto, McMaster, and
Nipissing, are developing the Sport Experiences Measure: Children and Youth (SEM:CY) to
capture the most important elements of quality sport. Canada Soccer is supporting the
SEM:CY as it complements Canada Soccer’s Club Licensing Program. Both Canada Soccer’s
program and the SEM:CY will help Canada Soccer and its Provincial/Territorial Soccer
Organizations (PTSOs) to monitor and understand the quality of their sport programming. It can
also help to assess the impacts (e.g., attrition) of quality sport versus other sport.
If interested in learning more about the SEM:CY, the research team want to hear what makes a
quality sport experience for youth from the members of the soccer community (coaches,
parents, and children and youth (ages 10-18)). Focus Groups and interviews are occurring and
will continue through the summer in 2018. They can occur in person, online, or over the phone,
depending on the location and schedule. Participation in interviews/focus groups will take about
45- 60 minutes. Participants will receive a $20 Tim Hortons gift card. Interested? Questions?
Contact Heather Clark, Postdoctoral Fellow at heatherj.clark@utoronto.ca.
For additional information on Canada Soccer’s involvement in supporting the Sport Experience
Measure, please contact Dave Nutt, Manager of Development – Operations at
dnutt@canadasoccer.com.

